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MARVELOUS MIDDLE GRADE 

 with Henry Neff & Matt Ringler 
 

 
 
8:30 – 9:00  
 
9:00 – 9:10 

 
 
All groups meet in large room before breaking out into separate workshops. 
 
INTRODUCTIONS 
 

9:10 – 10:00 SESSION I: What does Middle Grade mean anyway? 
Middle grade is the Goldilocks of children’s fiction. Veer too young and you’re 
in chapter books. Get too gritty and you’ve drifted into YA. In this session, Matt 
and Henry clarify middle grade’s parameters, discuss core themes, and help 
ensure your work aligns with your audience. 
 

10:00 – 10:15 WRITING EXERCISE 
 

10:15 – 10:30 Break 
 

10:30 – 11:15 SESSION II: Creating Compelling MG Characters 
Clever plot? People will read your book once. Iconic characters? They’ll come 
back again and again. Everyone loves great characters but no audience identifies 
more intensely with protagonists than middle grade. They aren’t just reading 
about an adventure; they’re on an adventure. In this session, Henry and Matt 
share techniques to help your MG characters win hearts, capture minds, and 
even steal some souls! 
 

11:15 – Noon ACTIVITY & WRITING EXERCISE 
 

Noon – 1:00 Lunch 
 
 
 
 



1:00 – 2:15 
 

SESSION III: Authenticity in Voice & Dialogue 
Remember Miami Vice, pay phones, and that “Whassup?” commercial? 10-year 
olds don’t. We’ve all read books where kids don’t sound like kids and it’s clear 
the author isn’t familiar with their audience. Voice and dialogue can cast a spell 
on your readers or yank them right out of your story. Don’t send readers fleeing 
from Uncanny Valley; build credibility with authentic voice and dialogue. Matt 
and Henry will show you how. 
 

2:15 – 2:30 WRITING EXERCISE 
 

2:30 – 2:45 Break 
 

2:45 – 3:15 FIRST PAGE CRITIQUES (Bring in an anonymous first page for possible 
critique in front of the group.) 
 

3:15 – 3:45 SESSION IV: MG Market Pulse & Pitch 
What are the latest trends and outlook in middle grade? What kinds of 
submissions will get an editor’s attention? Matt provides perspective while 
Henry shares lessons learned from his Impyrium pitch. 
 

3:45 – 4:00 Q&A (All groups meet in large room directly following Q&A for wrap-up. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 


